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SKU Designation French Law MSRP

AJ757 Barnett HAVOC slingshot Vente libre 65.00 € incl. tax

Designed for lovers of precise shooting and reliable performance, the Havoc slingshot offers an
exceptional shooting experience, whether for pleasure or hunting.
With its three-distance sight ring, the Havoc stands out as the most advanced slingshot on the market. With
its magnum power bands and laser-cut ammo pouch, it delivers unmatched power and precision. The
vibration dampers guarantee impeccable shooting consistency.

Its folding, compact and lightweight design makes it easy to transport and maneuver. The folding wrist strap
and diamond knurled grip provide a comfortable and secure grip, improving your aiming point.

 

Meet the Havoc Slingshot from Barnett Outdoors, the ultimate choice for professionals. With its three-
distance sight ring, the Havoc stands out as the most advanced slingshot on the market. With its magnum
power bands and laser-cut ammo pouch, it delivers unmatched power and precision. The vibration dampers
guarantee impeccable shooting consistency.

Center Shot
Brushed leather Center-Shot Pouch for a firm, stable grip on your ammo while aiming.

Pro-Sized Handle
Diamond knurled TPE handles for a firm, comfortable grip on your slingshot.

Optical fiber
Dual “bright-glo” fiber optic sights for deadly accuracy.

High-end accessories
Post-shot vibration dampers and 3-distance fiber optic sight.

Wrist cushion
Soft foam wrist pad provides comfort and stability while aiming.

Compact design
The foldable wrist brace is designed for compact and easy storage and transport.
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Its folding, compact and lightweight design makes it easy to transport and maneuver. The folding wrist strap
and diamond knurled grip provide a comfortable and secure grip, improving your aiming point.

Delivered ready to shoot with 10 included .38 Hot Shot steel ammo, the Havoc ensures you have an optimal
shooting experience from the first moment. You can also opt for our premium selection of Barnett slingshot
ammunition, for even more exceptional performance during your vermin hunting sessions.

Leave nothing to chance, equip yourself with the Havoc slingshot and reach new heights in your hunting
practice.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


